
GCU Assam

Hathkhowapara, Azara, Guwahati - 781017

Name of the Examination

Name of the Student

Mothers Name Gender

ABDUL AZIZ CHOUDHURY

Monsoon 2023

MaleBulu Choudhury

:

:

:

: :

2312022001

346Registration No. :

:Enrollment No.

Fathers Name Chand Choudhury

Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.

Controller of Examinations



GCU Assam

Hathkhowapara, Azara, Guwahati - 781017

Name of the Examination

Name of the Student

Mothers Name Gender

ABINASH DAS

Monsoon 2023

MaleKanika Das

:

:

:

: :

2313009002

355Registration No. :

:Enrollment No.

Fathers Name Rajesh Das

Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.

Controller of Examinations



GCU Assam

Hathkhowapara, Azara, Guwahati - 781017

Name of the Examination

Name of the Student

Mothers Name Gender

AYUSH ROY

Monsoon 2023

MaleAnita Roy

:

:

:

: :

2312022003

352Registration No. :

:Enrollment No.

Fathers Name Bimal Roy

Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.

Controller of Examinations



GCU Assam

Hathkhowapara, Azara, Guwahati - 781017

Name of the Examination

Name of the Student

Mothers Name Gender

BITUPAN RAJBONGSHI

Monsoon 2023

MalePhulu Rajbongshi

:

:

:

: :

2312022004

325Registration No. :

:Enrollment No.

Fathers Name Dibakar Rajbongshi

Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.

Controller of Examinations



GCU Assam

Hathkhowapara, Azara, Guwahati - 781017

Name of the Examination

Name of the Student

Mothers Name Gender

FORHAD ALI

Monsoon 2023

MaleFULBHANU KHATUN

:

:

:

: :

2312022005

345Registration No. :

:Enrollment No.

Fathers Name ABDUL GONI

Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.

Controller of Examinations



GCU Assam

Hathkhowapara, Azara, Guwahati - 781017

Name of the Examination

Name of the Student

Mothers Name Gender

JAYASHRI CHAKRABORTY

Monsoon 2023

FemaleDHRITISREE CHAKRABORTY

:

:

:

: :

2312022006

354Registration No. :

:Enrollment No.

Fathers Name BHASKAR CHAKRABORTY

Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.

Controller of Examinations



GCU Assam

Hathkhowapara, Azara, Guwahati - 781017

Name of the Examination

Name of the Student

Mothers Name Gender

JOBILA MYRPHET

Monsoon 2023

FemalePynwanlad Myrphet

:

:

:

: :

2312022007

349Registration No. :

:Enrollment No.

Fathers Name Herald Nongtdu

Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.

Controller of Examinations



GCU Assam

Hathkhowapara, Azara, Guwahati - 781017

Name of the Examination

Name of the Student

Mothers Name Gender

JUBAYER MEHBUB JINNAH

Monsoon 2023

MaleJahanara Khatun

:

:

:

: :

2312022008

348Registration No. :

:Enrollment No.

Fathers Name Hayet Ali

Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.

Controller of Examinations



GCU Assam

Hathkhowapara, Azara, Guwahati - 781017

Name of the Examination

Name of the Student

Mothers Name Gender

MOUPRIYA BHOWAL

Monsoon 2023

FemaleANITA BHOWAL

:

:

:

: :

2312022009

350Registration No. :

:Enrollment No.

Fathers Name SAMIR BHOWAL

Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.

Controller of Examinations



GCU Assam

Hathkhowapara, Azara, Guwahati - 781017

Name of the Examination

Name of the Student

Mothers Name Gender

MOUSUMI SULTANA

Monsoon 2023

FemaleAlisha Bibi

:

:

:

: :

2312022010

358Registration No. :

:Enrollment No.

Fathers Name Musha Ali

Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.

Controller of Examinations



GCU Assam

Hathkhowapara, Azara, Guwahati - 781017

Name of the Examination

Name of the Student

Mothers Name Gender

NGASHEPAM LANCHENBA SINGH

Monsoon 2023

MaleNgashepam Devi

:

:

:

: :

2312022011

342Registration No. :

:Enrollment No.

Fathers Name Ngashepam Singh

Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.

Controller of Examinations



GCU Assam

Hathkhowapara, Azara, Guwahati - 781017

Name of the Examination

Name of the Student

Mothers Name Gender

PRACHI MEHTA

Monsoon 2023

FemaleRashmi Kumari

:

:

:

: :

2312022012

356Registration No. :

:Enrollment No.

Fathers Name Sanjeev Kumar

Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.

Controller of Examinations



GCU Assam

Hathkhowapara, Azara, Guwahati - 781017

Name of the Examination

Name of the Student

Mothers Name Gender

SHARUK KHAN

Monsoon 2023

MaleNilowara Begum

:

:

:

: :

2312022013

347Registration No. :

:Enrollment No.

Fathers Name Abadat Khan

Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.
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Name of the Examination

Name of the Student
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SHERINA AKHTAR
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Fathers Name Abdus Salam

Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.
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Courses Offered/ Schedule:

Sr. No. Course Code Course Name Room No.
Date of

Examination

Timings of

Examinations

Signature of

Invigilator

1. MPL101T Modern Pharmaceutical Analytical Techniques

2. MPL102T Advanced Pharmacology-I

3. MPL103T
Pharmacological and Toxicological Screening

Methods-I

4. MPL104T Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology

5. MPL105P Pharmacology Practical I

Attached Notes:

1. Enter examination hall 15 minutes before the scheduled time. Students coming 30 minutes after the commencement of the examination will not be

permitted to enter the examination hall or to write the exam.

2. Students must write their Roll number on the question paper before starting to attempt the same.

3. Occupy the assigned seats only as per the seating plan issued by COE office.

4. All the students must carry their University Identity Card. Without I-card along with hall ticket, no student will be permitted to enter the Exam Hall.

5. The students should refer to the notice board for seating plan and timings of examination.

6. The students should not carry any other material which may directly or indirectly amount to use of unfair means in the examination.

7. The flying squad is authorized to conduct a thorough physical check of clothes, shoes etc. during the examination.

8. The candidate shall not write his/her name or leave any identification mark in the answer booklet. Any such act will be deemed to be use of unfair

means.

9. Students are not allowed to leave the examination hall without the permission of invigilator even after time is over.

10. Writing anything on the desks or walls of the exam hall/room is also considered as malpractice.

11. Carrying programmable calculators, electronic gadgets, mobile phones & books into the examination hall is also considered as malpractice.

12. If a candidate is caught resorting to UFM, he/she will be provided with a new answer booklet to continue his/her examination. Candidates need not

repeat answers which he/she had already answered in the first answer booklet.

13. Students must not write anything else on the question paper. Any rough work be done on the last page of the answer Booklet.
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